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Doing business in China
China is the world’s 2nd largest economy with the largest population of
over 1.40 billion. As China’s strength in the global economy continues
to grow, businesses are constantly considering the prospect of
establishing operations within its borders. At present, China has
cultivated various policies to further open its economy, creating an
increasingly favourable business environment for foreign investment.

The economy
China’s domestic market is providing extensive opportunities to
foreign companies. Foreign direct investment into the Chinese
mainland, in actual use, stood at 535.65 billion yuan (about $78.4
billion) during the first seven months of 2020, up 0.5 percent year-on-
year, reversing the decline reported in the first half of the year due to
the country's head start in business recovery and unwavering
commitment to opening up.

Time zone
The time in China follows a single standard time offset of UTC+08:00
(eight hours ahead of Coordinated Universal Time). The official
national standard time is called Beijing Time domestically and China
Standard Time (CST) internationally.

The lifestyle
Thanks to its unparalleled cultural wealth, China will definitely
fascinate you in all possible ways, whether you are looking to a
professional expatriation or to explore the Chinese unique lifestyle.

The work force
China is the most populous country boasting of tremendous
workforce in the world. It offers a multilingual, highly educated and
skilled workforce.

1.0 Introducing China
China provinces, regions and capital city

China (Mainland) is comprised of 34 provincial-level administrative units: 23 provinces,
4 municipalities (Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai, Chongqing), 5 autonomous regions
(Guangxi, Inner Mongolia, Tibet, Ningxia, Xinjiang) and 2 special administrative regions
(Hong Kong, Macau).

Starting a business in China

Starting a business in China is challenging and requires local experience in order to
establish and maintain operations properly and successfully.

Our offices in Shanghai, Beijing and Shenzhen have a depth of experience in assisting
corporations with their business set-up in China.

Shanghai

Hong Kong

Beijing

Shenzhen
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China has cultivated an increasingly favourable business 

environment for foreign investment through various policies:

1.1 Overview of China’s Business Environment

✓ Releasing a revised catalogue of industries that encourage foreign 

investment

✓ Shortening the negative list for foreign investment

✓ Protecting interests of foreign firms through new foreign investment law

Dedicated to assisting enterprises doing business across borders
Azure Group China is here to provide professional advice on structuring 
your investments in China and to safeguard your investment risk. 
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New Foreign Investment Law

The new Foreign Investment Law, which came into effect on January 1, 2020, constitutes a

fundamental framework for foreign investment in China, covering market access,

promotion, protection, and administration, and, supersedes the previous legislation

governing foreign investment. An overview of the arrangements is shown below.

1.2 New Foreign Investment Law

✓ Five-year transitional period arrangement and reservations to existing agreements

✓ Chinese natural persons are now allowed to establish new foreign-funded enterprises

with foreign investors directly

✓ Emphasizing the free remittance of legitimate income of foreign investors and foreign

employees

✓ Detailing the protection of intellectual property rights and trade secrets

✓ Standardizing the government’s performance of policy commitments and contracts

✓ Clarifying the standard of expropriation compensation under special circumstances

✓ Emphasizing the equality in the treatment of domestic/foreign-funded enterprises

✓ Clarifying the foreign investment financing channels



China has cultivated an increasingly favourable business environment for foreign investment through various

policies. The issuance of the "Encouragement Catalogue" is conducive to better stabilizing foreign investment

expectations and confidence and is conducive to better stabilizing the basic foreign trade and foreign

investment market. It is an important part of China’s foreign investment promotion policy and one of the main

basis for foreign investors and foreign-funded enterprises to enjoy preferential treatment.

The 2020 Edition Encouragement Catalogue has three characteristics: 

✓ further increased investment items and expanded the scope of encouragement; 

✓ focused on guiding foreign investment into high-end manufacturing and modern service 

industries; 

✓ focused on balancing the national economy to reduce "strong east and weak west" situation.

The newly encouraged high-end manufacturing industries include:
Artificial intelligence, integrated circuits, testing equipment manufacturing, laser projection
equipment and artificial intelligence auxiliary medical equipment, etc.

The newly encouraged modern service industries include:
Modern logistics, cross-border e-commerce retail, bulk commodity import and export distribution 
centers and community chain distribution, etc.  
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1.2.2 Negative List

Azure Group China has a depth of experience in assisting enterprises
with company setup in China. Our expert team can provide clients
with detailed and reliable industry advice, to help you deal with the
various challenges you may encounter in the Chinese market.
Get in touch >

China fully implemented a negative list system for market access
at the end of 2018, and updates this system annually. The
introduction of the negative list will help further relax restrictions
on market access, achieve equal access, better integrate
effective markets with competent governments, and accelerate
the formation of a single domestic market that is efficient,
standardized, and fair in competition.

The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) and
the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM) released the Negative List
for Market Access (2020 Edition) on December 16,
2020.Compared with the 2018 version, the number of items on
the2020 version of the Negative List has been reduced from 151
to123, a reduction of 18%, and a reduction of 62% compared
with the 328 items on the Draft Negative List for Market Access
(Pilot Version) in 2016.

China's negative list currently bans investment in industries
including but not limit to:

✓ minerals such as rare earth minerals
✓ confidential prescriptions of traditional Chinese medicine
✓ tobacco
✓ Courier services within China
✓ Chinese legal affairs
✓ compulsory education; and
✓ film production.

http://www.azuregroupchina.com/about-us/contact/


Prior to the new PRC Foreign Investment Law ("FIL") taking effect on January 1, 2020,

there are four main types of foreign invested enterprises that can be established in

China:

1.3 Types of foreign investment in China

✓ Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint Ventures (EJV) 

✓ Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Joint Ventures (CJV)

✓ Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises (WFOE)

✓ Representative office of foreign enterprise (RO)

The new FIL sets out a framework that will allow equal national treatment of foreign

investment and local investment. Starting from January 1, 2020, it replaces the

current three laws governing WFOEs, EJVs and CJVs, subject to a 5-year transition.

The Suggested Entity Forms under the PRC Company law and Partnership Law are:

✓ Limited Liability Company (LLCs)

✓ Companies Limited by Shares (CLSs)

✓ Partnership
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• WFOEs are invested entirely by foreign companies, enterprises, other 

economic organizations or individuals.

• A WFOE is a limited liability company which has the status of a Chinese legal 

person.

• A WFOE provides to a foreign investor complete control of the day to day bus

iness and decision-making power.

• WFOEs are a popular business model in China for anyone with a long- term 

plan for participation in the Chinese market.

WFOE RO

1.3.1 The key forms of investment – WFOE and RO
Below you can find the key characteristics of Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprises (WFOE) and Representative Office of Foreign Enterprise (RO).

• The representative office of foreign enterprise is established by foreign company to engage in

operation related under the stipulations.

• The representative office is not qualified of legal person.

• A representative office can be only engaged in indirect operation, i.e. contact and

correspondence, promotion, market investigation, technology exchange, etc.

• If China and this company’s country have bilateral treaty, and such a treaty approves a

permanent representative office to engage in direct operation, the stipulation shall be

executed.
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• EJVs are formed with joint capital from both Chinese and foreign companies, 

other economic organisations or individuals

• EJV partners invest and operate jointly, and share the profits and losses in 

proportion to their respective shares of the registered capital

• EJV is a limited liability company which has the status of a Chinese legal 

person

• In general, the capital from the foreign party must not be less than 25% of 

the total 

• The profits and other legitimate interest of foreign investors can be remitted 

out of the country or reinvested in China.

EJV CJV

1.3.2 The key forms of investment – EJV and CJV
Below you can find the key characteristics of Chinese-Foreign Equity Joint Ventures (EJV) and Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Joint Ventures (CJV).

• CJVs are formed by foreign companies, enterprises, other economic organizations or

individuals and Chinese companies, enterprises, other economic organizations or individuals.

• CJV parties should clearly prescribe in the contract their respective conditions, rights,

obligations, profit distribution, responsibilities for risks and debts, the company's

management mode and property disposal upon expiration of the venture.

• The parties to the venture shall bear liability for the contractual joint venture to the extent of

their investment or in accordance with agreed conditions for cooperation in the contract. The

contractual joint venture shall be liable for covering the debts of the venture with all its assets.

• CJVS may or may not possess the status of a legal person.
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• LLC is an independent legal entity.

• The total assets are not divided equally, shareholder(s) in

this kind of company shall bear limited liability according

to the amount of their capital contribution.

• LLCs cannot be listed and they can only seek private funds

but not public offerings.

• LLCs are not required to disclose financial, production,

operation and management information to the public.

• A LLC can be restructure into a company limited by shares.

• LLCs can only have up to 50 shareholders.

LLC CLS

1.3.3 The key forms of investment – LLC, CLS and Partnership
Below you can find the key characteristics of Limited Liability Company (LLCs), Companies Limited by Shares (CLSs) and Partnership.

• A CLS is an independent legal entity.

• The total assets of companies limited by shares are

divided equally to shares, shareholder(s) in this kind of

company shall bear limited liability according to the

amount of their holding shares.

• The CLSs can be listed and they have the right to issue

shares to the public in accordance with relevant

regulations.

• There is no limit to the number of shareholders.

PARTNERSHIP

• Partnerships are not independent legal entities.

• Partnerships cannot be listed and they can only seek private

funds but not public offerings.

• There is no need for partnerships to disclose financial,

production, operation and management information to the

public.

• A partnership cannot be restructured to become a company

limited by shares.
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Step 1: Registered Office Address
Before incorporating a WFOE in China, applicants must provide documentation stating that it has a registered office address in which the business will operate. It
should be noted that under current Chinese laws and regulations, it is important to keep your virtual registration office in the same location of your physical
business operation office to avoid illegal operation in other place.

Step 2: Business name in Chinese
Upon your WFOE registration you will need to apply for an appropriate name and prepare 3-6 business names in Chinese characters. China maintains legislation that
dictates certain requirements for a company name that must be adhered to.

Step 3: WFOE Setup Documentation
Setup documents include but are not limited to: Articles of association; Shareholder/Director resolution; Board Structure; Appointment letter for Executive director,
Finance contact, Supervisor; Appointment of Authorized signing person in Chinese; Registration Capital, etc.

Step 4: Business Licence Application
Upon receiving pre-approval for a WFOE name, a business license must be obtained from the local State Administration of Market Regulation (“SAMR”). For this
purpose, you will be required to submit all the documentation prepared in Step 3 to the local AMR office. For some special entities or projects, an approval from the
local Ministry of Commerce (“MOC”)is still required before business license application.

Step 5: Obtaining Company Seals
Foreign business owners may not be familiar with a company seal in China. The seals are important tools for running a business in China as they are used for signing
contracts, official company letters, government filing documents, bank payments, etc. The company seals have important legal effect, and they are required to
registered with the Public Security Bureau.

Step 6: Post Setup Formalities
After registering a company in China, you shall then: Open a Bank Account; Register for Taxes with the Local Tax Bureau; Social Insurance registration, Housing fund
registration, etc.

The registration process for WFOEs or LLCs typically takes between four to six weeks to complete. After obtaining the license registration approval, you may need
another 1-2 weeks to complete your post setup formalities. Below you can find steps for WFOE registration.

2.0 Registration Process
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2.1 Choosing an appropriate name
Choosing an appropriate name for the Chinese market

In China, only a company’s registered name in Chinese is legally binding. When applying for
registration, the brand name, industrial selection, and registration area should be listed.
The typical format for a company name is Registered Area Name + Brand Name + Industrial
Selection + Co., Ltd.. It is important to note that in most cases, if any proposed name is
similar to any existing company name, name preapproval is likely to fail.

Therefore, investors are required to prepare 5-10 Chinese names. Names in English or
other languages may be used for marketing and production of company seals but are not
legally binding and not relevant for registration.

Office space

Whether setting up a Representative Office (RO) or a Foreign Invested Enterprise (FIE),
every foreign investor needs to decide between having a physical office or a virtual office.
Virtual office services are subject to low costs compared to traditional offices for rent in
China at the time of company incorporation. This is an important benefit for foreign
investors in China who want to enter the market for test and marketing purposes in the
first instance.

If the intended facility space is not owned by the investor, it needs to be leased for legal
operation in China. The lease should be made before submitting the application for
incorporation, and a rental period of at least 12 months starting from the application
submission date to the Administration for Market Regulation (AMR) is also required. Leases
should be in the correct form and registered with the local real estate authority.

2.2 Office premises



MOFCOM approval

As long as a company’s business scope is not restricted by the Negative list for Foreign

Investment, or is not subject to the special administration measures for foreign

investment access, the application can go through a simplified record-filing process by

the ministry of Commerce People’s Republic of China (MOFCOM). The level or branch

of MOFCOM that is responsible for the application will be determined by the

classification of the industry concerned under the Catalogue and the amount of

investment involved. Once approved, an approval letter and a certificate of approval

are issued.

2.3 MOFCOM approval and 
5-in-1 Business Licence

5-in-1 Business Licence

After receiving an Approval Certificate from MOFCOM, registration and application for

a business license can be made to the local AIC within 30 days of receipt. Introduced in

2016, the ‘5 in 1’ business license, allows one application to the local AMR for five of the

main licenses, including the business license, the organisation code, the tax

registration certificate, the social security registration certificate, and the statistical

registration certificate.
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After a business license is granted, a few other key formalities to consider:

Open Bank Account: basic account, capital account, foreign currency account

Ratify Tax (Tax Ratification)

Open Social Insurance Account

Open Housing Fund Account

Other Registration such as Import and Export Registration, Food circulation Registration,

Foreign Exchange Registration, ICP registration, Wine Licence Registration, etc.

2.4 Post Set up Formalities
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Opening a bank account is compulsory, especially if your business is

registered as a WFOE. A WFOE in China needs to have a minimum of two

banks accounts: an RMB basic account (for day-to-day business operation

in China), and a foreign currency capital contribution account (for the

injection of funds from abroad). Setting up a bank account can be difficult

and the requirements vary depending on your setting up location.

However, these requirements are constant:

✓ Business registration proof, such as a valid business license,

enterprise code certificate, tax registration certificate, or articles of

association;

✓ A list of directors’ names;

✓ A company chop (a seal or stamp);

✓ Valid ID for legal representatives of the company (responsible

officers, directors, and principal shareholders);

✓ Company structure and ownership details; and

✓ Recorded state approval for your business venture.

2.5 Opening a Bank Account
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Some recommendation of Banks:

✓ Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation (HSBC)

✓ Bank of China (BOC)

✓ Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC)

✓ China Construction Bank (CCB)



Location is a key consideration when setting up a business in China. The city or province will have an impact on future prospects and clients, not only because of the specific

location but also the association with location and brand. Apart from this, other considerations, such as differences in taxes or incentives, availability of appropriate staff or

business space, and cost, are worthy of attention. Shanghai, Shenzhen & Beijing are all popular choices for foreign investors.

Key advantages of Shanghai

✓ A pioneer in China’s national reform and opening up

✓ Top destination for foreign investment and regional
headquarters in China

✓ New Five-Year Plan initiated by the government to
provider further preferential policies to foreign
investors

✓ A City Known for Inclusiveness, Excellence, Diversity
and Modesty

Key advantages of Shenzhen

✓ Close to Hong Kong, Macao, Guangzhou and other

major Pearl River delta cities

✓ China’s Silicon Valley and the richest city in

southern Guangdong province

✓ “Core engine” of the Greater Bay Area (GBA) for

foreign investment under the new Five-Year Plan

initiated by the government

Key advantages of Beijing

✓ Capital City of China

✓ A political, cultural , financial decision-making, and
technological innovation center

✓ Heavily focus on financial services opening-up in
order to become a center of international
exchange under the new Five-Year Plan

✓ Aim to become a world-leading hub for sci-tech
innovation
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The Ministry of Finance (MOF) in China has the responsibility for regulating accounting matters in China. In China, companies are required to maintain accounting

records and prepare annual financial statements in accordance with the accounting regulations and standard issued by MOF.

The Accounting records rules stipulate that companies must keep three kinds of primary accounting records: journals, a general ledger and sub-ledgers, as

well as appropriate supplementary memorandum records. Computerised accounting systems, if used, can be regarded as the company’s accounting records.

Accounting records

Accounting documents

The accounting documents including accounting vouchers, accounting books, financial accounting reports and other accounting information. All these materials

prepared by a company must be written in Chinese, and are required to be kept for at least 10 years ( such as bank statement , tax return), 30 years ( such as

accounting vouchers) or forever (annual financial accounting report)

3.0 Accounting Requirements in China

Year-end Reporting, Auditing and filing requirements

• The accounting year for a company starts on 1 January and ends on 31 December (Calendar Year).

• Foreign-invested enterprises are required to prepare statutory annual financial statements. The statutory annual financial statements are required to be filed

with the local finance bureau within 4-6 months of the year end.

• The board of directors has a duty to appoint a Chinese-registered certified public accounting (CPA) firm to audit their statutory annual financial

statements.

• Companies are also subject to annual inspection by the local SAMR. During the annual inspection process, audited financial statements together with other

annual filing materials are required to be submitted to the government bureau before 30 June of the year subsequent to the accounting year.

• Audited financial statements should be filed with the tax authorities, together with the annual income tax returns by the end of May in the following year.
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The Accounting System for Business Enterprises (ASBE)

• The Accounting System for Business Enterprises, 16 specific accounting standards and other related accounting regulations (ASBE) is effective from 1 Jan 2001

and is applicable to all types of companies unless certain types of companies are required to, or those companies have volunteered to adopt CAS 2006.

• ASBE sets out the accounting treatments for major line items in financial statements, in the order of assets, liabilities, equity, income, expenses, etc.

• The Accounting Standards for Business Enterprises (2006) and other related accounting regulations (CAS 2006) was issued by MOF on 15 February 2006 in

order to improve financial reporting quality and attract foreign investment.

• CAS 2006 is now applied to all listed companies, financial institutions and large and medium-size stated-owned enterprises based on the requirements of

various authorities in China.

CAS 2006

Accounting Standards for Small Enterprises (ASSE)

The Accounting Standards for Small Enterprises (ASSE), issued by MOF in November 2011 have main objectives to simplify the bookkeeping of small enterprises

and to eliminate the differences between the books and taxes as much as possible.

The criteria for Small Enterprise depends on the industry category, number of employees, annual revenue and total assets. Small enterprises that fall into one of

the following three categories are not allowed to adopt ASSE:

• Small enterprises that issue publicly-traded shares or bonds;

• Small enterprises that are financial institutions or have the nature of financial institutions; and

• Small enterprises that are the parents or subsidiaries within a consolidation group in China.
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Corporate residents of China are taxed on their worldwide income,

including income from business operations, investment and other sources.

In general, a company is regarded as tax resident in China if:

• it is incorporated in China; or

• it is effectively managed in China.

“Effective management” is defined as overall management and control over

the production, business, personnel, accounting, and assets of a company.

4.0 Tax Compliance in China
Overview of Current China’s Tax System

China’s current tax framework was put in place after the tax reform in

1994 to meet the needs of the socialist market economy. Since the

beginning of 21st century, the Chinese government has made a series of

adjustments of and improvements to the tax system, which have

guaranteed the government's revenue stream and contributed to the

country's rapid economic growth. There are 18 different kinds of taxes in

China, which can be divided into three categories according to their

nature:

• Goods and services taxes, including VAT, Excise Tax, Business

Tax, Vehicle Purchase Tax and Customs Duty.

• Income taxes, including Corporate Income Tax and Individual

Income Tax.

• Property and behaviour taxes, including Land Appreciation Tax,

Real Estate Tax, Urban and Township Land Use Tax, Arable Land

Use Tax, Deed Tax, Resources Tax, Vehicle and Vessel Tax,

Stamp Duty, Urban Maintenance and Construction Tax, Tobacco

Tax, and Vessel Tonnage Tax.

China does not levy capital gains tax. Income from the sale of fixed assets

shall be taxed as general income.

Importance of understanding Chinese tax

Taxation impacts almost every aspect of doing business in China.

Foreign investors need to develop a strong understanding of the

country’s tax system before assessing their tax responsibilities in

China. This helps the enterprises maximize tax efficiency while

maintaining compliance with local tax laws and regulations.

Fapiao

Fapiao, a legal receipt that serves as proof of purchase for goods

and services, it is important in business transactions and can be

used as legal receipts and for tax deduction purposes (latter),

where appropriate.
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✓ The tax year commences on 1 January and ends on 31 December (calendar

year).

✓ An annual corporate income tax return, together with China CPA

audited financial statements and a set of annual reporting forms for

related-party transactions, is due within 5 months after the end of the

tax year (31 May). Enterprises must settle all outstanding tax liabilities

within the same period.

✓ Enterprises must also file monthly or quarterly provisional corporate

income tax returns within 15 days after the end of each month or quarter,

together with payments of provisional tax based on actual profits.

✓ If an enterprise has difficulty in filing a provisional tax return, it may pay tax

based on estimated profits for the preceding year.

✓ Late filing or late payment triggers a surcharge of 0.05% per day and a

discretionary penalty of 50% to 500% of the unpaid tax liabilities. More

importantly, it leads to a bad compliance record.

4.1 Tax Administration
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Tax Compliance in China – Corporate Income Tax – Tax Administration



Partner with a team of industry leading accountants and advisors to

drive your financial and business success. Azure Group is a leading

Accounting and Advisory firm in the Asia Pacific region with offices in

Australia and China. We have built a team of commercial and

technical experts capable of managing the accounting, legal,

statutory and financial reporting obligations for subsidiaries of

international groups and growing entrepreneurial business.

We have adopted sophisticated IP and Technology that allows us to

streamline the way we work with international clients. Our

significant international technical expertise and presence in

both Australia and Asia allows us to add value to the growing

demands of international clients.

Being a founding member of International Alliance XLNC has allowed

us to offer our clients reliable and convenient access to quality

services through 82 member firms located in 41 countries.

5.0 About Azure Group

“We believe in delivering 

remarkable outcomes for our 

clients by taking the time to 

UNDERSTAND where they have 

been, where they are now and 

where  they want to be.”
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5.1 Our China Team
Establishing your business footprint in a foreign country can present many challenges. Partnering with Azure Group China takes the guesswork and

risk out of doing business in China. Our expert team has extensive hands on experience in assisting businesses set up locally. We provide reliable,

effective and professional services that facilitate business operations and adhere to local compliance and reporting requirements.
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✓ Holistic Service Offering coordinated through a dedicated lead client service partner. 

✓ Commitment, Passion and Expertise supporting business.

✓ People Expertise. Our team combines senior hands-on commercial skills and chartered 

accounting technical skills to deliver expert solutions.

✓ Significant international technical expertise and presence.

Natalie Jones, XLNC Steering Committee member
”Being part of an established international network, such as XLNC Global Alliance, 

means we can be confident of referring clients to member firms in other territories, 

knowing they won’t let us down.”

Being a part of International Alliance XLNC allow us to offer our clients reliable access to quality

services through member firms located around the globe. Azure Group holds a strategic

position on the steering committee, alongside our partners in the UK and are influential in

decision making and the attraction of quality global members.

5.2 Why partner with us?
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5.3 Firm Locations
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5.4 Our range of Services
Our expert team in China has extensive hands on experience in assisting businesses set up locally. We provide reliable, effective and 

professional services that facilitate business operations and adhere to local compliance and reporting requirements. 

Advice on the relevant structure | Business location analysis

| Preparation of documentation, reports and forms in

accordance with Chinese regulations | Entity name pre-

approval service | Filing setup | Apply for business license |

Post setup formalities

Virtual HR manager service | Salary package planning and

calculation | Staff onboard and termination | Corporate HR

policies assistance | Social insurance and housing fund set

up and contribution | Global mobility support | Labor

dispute support

Accounting system setup | Chart of accounts mapping |

Outsourced bookkeeping to meet accounting principles |

Cashier and Pay run services| Preparation of bilingual

financial reports and working papers | Accounting Records

Binding and Archiving services

HR Services Accounting & Payroll ServicesChina Setup

Virtual CFO solutions| Financial solutions | Project

solutions | Cashflow, budget, and forecast support | Pricing

management

Cross border Tax Structure Planning | PRC monthly,

quarterly and annual tax compliance | Advisory on tax

incentive | Local tax audit assistance | International tax

advisory

M&A | Business financing assistance | Capital Raise |

Restructure services | Due diligence | Business valuation

assistance | Industry market research | Internal control

system set up & improvements | Other services

Taxation Services Corporate AdvisoryCFO Services
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“I have worked with the team at Azure Group for the past 8 
years. As a firm who offer an array of financial services, they 

always have found a solution that fits our business to 
maximise income, manage cash flow, set budgets and report 

our monthly financials. Azure Group have also been 
instrumental with the expansion and setup of our business in 

London, New York, Sweden and Asia.”

– BM Group

“



Azure Group China
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Shanghai Office
Suite 905, 108 YuYuan Road
Jing’an District, Shanghai 200040

P +86 6231 6025
E ourteam@azuregroup.com.cn

Beijing Office
L12, China Resources Building, No.8 Jianguomenbei
Ave, Dongcheng District, Beijing 100005

P +86 6231 6025
E ourteam@azuregroup.com.cn

Shenzhen Office
Level 14, Taiping Finance Tower, No. 6001 
Yitian Road, Futian District, Shenzhen 518000

P +86 6231 6025
E ourteam@azuregroup.com.cn

Head office – Australia 
Level 10, 171 Clarence St
Sydney NSW 2000

P +612 9238 1188
E ourteam@azuregroup.com.au

China Setup Advisory & Accounting Taxation International Industries Why us?

https://www.azuregroupchina.com/
https://www.azuregroupchina.com/about-us/contact/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/china-setup/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/advisory-accounting/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/taxation/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/international/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/industries/
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/why-us/
https://twitter.com/azure_group
https://www.facebook.com/AzureGroup
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-azure-group
http://www.azuregroupchina.com/insights/
https://www.youtube.com/user/AzureGroupAustralia
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s?__biz=MzAxMzYwNDIyMQ==&mid=2649328892&idx=1&sn=e1d6bf5878cb36bb0a9cfc78e9d266fd&chksm=83bd28eeb4caa1f8d2f738676807ab604d68afd10afd5d47b2b228266c2c746e317e5a352cb7&scene=21#wechat_redirect

